We are so excited to see everyone again! Please read the attached Safety First protocols for the 20202021 year. This outline includes our drop off and pick up procedures along with our disinfecting
procedures and social distancing protocols. As always GTC takes its responsibility for the safety of your
children very seriously, help us keep everyone safe by following these guidelines.
Please understand that some of our procedures may change in order to make things run smoother or
due to updates in our CDC guidelines.

Safety First
1. Drop-off Outside at front entrance (Teacher will call them in) No Parents in the building
2. Parents of children 4 years and under can escort children into building while social
distancing and mask on. Then exit the building immediately once the class is called in.
3. Pick up at Third door (Please wait on an X for your child)
4. Parent must wear a mask during Parent Tot classes. Only 1 parent allowed in the
building.
5. Face Masks required when feasible
6. Gymnasts and Ninjas must bring their own water bottle. Drinking fountains are closed.
7. Social Distancing Markings on floors
8. Non-contact temperature readings upon entrance
9. Hand sanitizing before, during and after class
10. Limited classes and ratios
11. Touchless lights and faucets
12. Daily Disinfection
13. Nightly Ozone disinfecting Machines and BioGreen weekly
14. Teachers will disinfect in between classes
15. If you need to come in to make a payment or speak to someone in the office you must
wear a face covering upon entrance and then exit the building immediately after.
16. Until further noticed there will be no make- up classes during Covid to ensure proper
ratios and social distancing
17. No Drop In gymnastics at this time

**Make sure you like us on Facebook to stay updated! (Gymnastic Training Center of Rochester)

